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Exercise – Meeting Tasks & Shared Tasks 

In this exercise you will learn the difference between Meeting and Shared tasks.  

1. Open a Chrome or Edge browser and enter the following: https://training.playbookteam.com 

2. Sign in Playbook as Bob. Username = Bob, password = PlayBook2021 

3. Ensure you are in My Playbook, only project XP 2000 is active, and Bob and John are the only 

resources showing in the Calendar. 

4. In John’s calendar, click Layout Prototype Pwr Board PCBA. You can now see it and its successors in 

the Game Plan.  

5. The direct successor is a Meeting task, Review/approve Pwr Board Schematic, as indicated by the 

meeting icon to the left of the title. Can you also see it in the backlog? 
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6. Right-click Layout Prototype Pwr Board PCBA then click Mark Completed. The Meeting task 

Review/approve Pwr Board Schematic is now queued, ready to be worked on.  

Note: there is a copy of the Meeting task in both Bob and John’s backlogs. 

 

7. Pull John’s Meeting task from his backlog to today. What do you notice about Bob’s Meeting task? 
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8. Resize Bob’s Meeting task to 4 hrs. What do you notice about John’s Meeting task? 

 

9. Resize John’s Meeting task to 2 hrs. What do you notice about Bob’s Meeting task? 

10. Mark John’s Meeting task completed. What do you notice about Bob’s Meeting task? 

 

11. Each person assigned to a Meeting task gets the same amount of time on the same day and, if one 

person changes their Meeting task, it updates everyone else’s copy.  

12. Right-click on John’s Review/approve Pwr Board Schematic then click Unmark Completed. 

13. Drag John’s Meeting task back to the backlog. What do you notice about Bob’s Meeting task? 

14. Convert a Meeting task to a Shared task. In the pane Game Plan, right-click on Review/approve Pwr 

Board Schematic then click Task Properties. 
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15. Change the Task Type from Meeting to Work then click OK. This will create a Work task with multiple 

assigned resources, called a Shared task. 

      

16. The Shared task looks like a summary task. Click on the shared task icon (three white dots in a 

triangular pattern). 

 

 

 

 

17. When the Shared task is expanded, you see the Shared subtasks.  
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18. Notice there is a copy of the Shared task in John and Bob’s backlogs (there is also a copy in Mary’s 

backlog, but you do not see her currently in this view). 

 

19. Pull John’s Shared task from his backlog and place it on today. Is Bob’s Shared task also Active today 

or is it still in his backlog? 
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20. Pull Bob’s Shared task from his backlog and place it on tomorrow. In the Game Plan pane, what do 

you notice about Bob and John’s Shared tasks? 

 

21. The Shared Summary task is now 2-days long because John’s copy is on today, Bob’s is on tomorrow, 

and Mary has not yet started her portion of the effort (hence, her Shared task is still in her backlog). 

22. Resize Bob’s Shared task to 4 hrs then Add a Day to extend its duration another day. It is now a 2-day 

task for a total of 8 hrs.  
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23. Since each person’s effort might vary, Shared tasks are flexible, allowing each person to spend a 

different amount of time on different days.  

24. By default, each person’s copy of the Shared task has the same Hours of Work and Duration, but each 

person can and should change their copy based on their estimated level of effort. 

25. Right-click on John’s Shared task then Mark Completed. John’s portion of the effort is completed, but 

Bob and Mary still have work to do.  

26. Once all three have marked their copy of the Shared task completed, the Shared task will 

automatically be marked completed and the successor flagged as queued, and actionable (ready to be 

worked on). 

 

27. Sign Bob out of Playbook then Discard. 

This completes this exercise.  

 


